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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Useful ISPF Tips

I love writing columns like this one!
I’ve said that before, but it’s true. It

takes a while to gather up enough useful
ISPF tips to comprise an entire column. I
am always seeking ISPF tips and am always
pleased when I learn (or re-learn) a useful
“new” technique. Some of these tips might
be new to you, while others are “old hat.”

POINT-AND-SHOOT MEMBER
LIST SORTS

You can sort member lists by any of the
named columns using the following steps:

1. Position the cursor so that it is within
one of the column heading literals.

2. Press Enter.

This is a handy way to sort any member list.
Save the primary command version of sort for
combined, major/minor types of sequences
like SORT CHA ID, or SORT MM NAME.

MANIPULATING THE LIST OF
TYPED COMMANDS AT OPTION 6

Those of you who use Option 6 of ISPF
will notice that it has its own stack of the 10
most recently typed commands. These
commands are “pushed down” in the stack
every time a new command is typed at
Option 6. You can manipulate the stack
using the following steps:

1. To delete individual commands in
the stack, activate the Mode
drop-down menu.

2. Select option 3, Delete.
3. Move the cursor into the stack area

of Option 6 on the command to
be deleted.

4. Press Enter.

Don’t forget to change back to Retrieve or
Execute mode when you have finished
deleting stack commands. Notice how the
text on the screen changes based upon your
mode setting. See Figure 1.

COMPRESSING THE STACK

1. To compress the stack (if gaps are left
by deleting commands), activate the
Function drop-down menu.

2. Select option 1, Compress List.
3. Press Enter.

OK, so this is not exactly earth shattering
stuff. However, it might come in handy
someday. I like to use Option 6 for instant
messaging by way of the SEND command
of TSO/E. It helps me to be able to retrieve
previously typed messages with their some-
what long USER lists.

DETERMINING IF A PROGRAM IS
IN THE SYSTEM SEARCH PATH

Because different OS/390 sites have
different LPA and linklist configurations,
one site may require a JOBLIB/STEPLIB
to access programs while another does not.
If you move around a lot, here’s a quick,
easy way to determine if a program is in a
linklist library or one of the LPAs:

1. Invoke ISRDDN (TSO ISRDDN
from any Command==> line except
Option 6).

2. Type in the command: LOAD program.
3. Press Enter.

If the next screen you see is a hexadeci-
mal dump of the program as it appears in
memory, the program is most likely in a
linklist library. Exceptions to this would be

if the program were resident at STEPLIB,
ISPLLIB or any other dynamic form of
tasklib alteration available under TSO/E.
Use the MEMBER command of ISRDDN
to scan these other DD names for the presence
of the program.

CALENDAR IN THE SAREA

The SAREA command allows every
ISPF session to have a unique pop-up
Status Area (SAREA is an abbreviation of
Status AREA). You can use the following
steps to set up the SAREA dialog to contain
the perpetual calendar, so that anytime you
need a date reference, it will be available
via the SAREA primary command:

1. From any ISPF screen, enter the
command SAREA and press Enter.

2. In the pop-up that appears, activate
the Status drop-down.

3. Select option 3, Calendar.
4. Press PF3 to end the SAREA dialog.

The SAREA dialog is the only place that
I have found to customize the perpetual cal-
endar. Do this from the Options drop-down
within the SAREA pop-up. If you have the
calendar placed on the status area of the
ISPF primary menu, the customizations
applied via the SAREA dialog will show up
there also.

COPYING/MOVING PDS
MEMBERS AT OPTION 3.4

At first, I was reluctant to use this fea-
ture, however, once I saw its benefits, I
became comfortable using it. Instead of
starting a new split screen or navigating
to Option 3.3 to copy (or move) PDS
members, you can use the CO or MO line
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commands at Option 3.4. Remember that
you can create a masked member name
list at Option 3.4 by using the slash-as-
DSN-placeholder method shown in
Figure 2.

USING A PERSONAL
DATA SET LIST

I find this feature of ISPF to be invaluable.
Anytime you want to save an obscure
dataset name that you will need to refer to
again in the future, you can put it in a per-
sonal data set list. I use the default personal
data set list named SAMPLE, which is
provided by IBM to store my datasets. You
can establish a personal data set list using
the following steps:

1. Activate the RefList drop-down menu.
2. Select option 3, Personal Data Set

List (PDSL).
3. In the scrollable part of the screen,

type in (or CTRL-V Windows Paste)
the data set name.

4. Press PF3 to save the list.

That’s all there is to it. You can add data set
names until the list is full. Or, using the RA
(RefAdd) line command of Option 3.4., you
can generate a DSLIST containing all the
names in a PDSL by selecting the L option
at the PDSL dialog.

Another feature related to the PDSL allows
you to enter a descriptive comment associated
with the list using the following steps:

1. From the PDSL screen activate the
Function drop-down.

2. Select option 3, Update List Description.
3. In the next pop-up, enter a 

escriptive comment like Hard-to-
Remember-DSNS.

4. Press Enter.

You can also associate comments (notes)
with each data set in the list using the
following steps:

1. From the PDSL screen, activate the
View drop-down.

2. Select option 2, Show data sets
and notes.

3. Press Enter.

The blank line that appears after each data
set name is used to add a descriptive comment
about each dataset.

PRESERVING VB RECORD
LENGTHS UNDER ISPF EDIT

I had to chuckle a little when this first
appeared as an option on the ISPF editor. I
reported this bug to IBM around 1988 and
was told that everything was working as
intended. In fact, IBM’s response implied
that the editor was doing me a favor by
“saving space” as it rolled up trailing blanks
at the end of every line.

The problem manifested itself as follows:
A programmer was creating a VB file with
DSORG=PS that was going to be used to
load a database. The VB file was “semi-
fixed.” That is, the A (or main record) had
one fixed length, the B record had another
length, and the C record had a third length.
Across all three record types there were
only three distinct lengths — semi-fixed.

The layout of the A record had a city field
as the last (or right most) field. The city
field was 25 bytes. To make a long story
short, there was a slight error in one field of
one record in the file. As I recall, it was
something like spaces in a packed decimal
field. I told the programmer who created the
file about it. She told me she wouldn’t be
able to fix the problem for a day or two.

No problem, I told her. I would just edit
the file with HEX ON, overtype the X’40s
with the correct packed value, and load the
database with the edited file. I did exactly
that and it worked. At least the load job no
longer abended.

However, a problem occurred when I
checked out the loaded data. All of the city
fields had a bunch of hex garbage in the
trailing portions of the field. I traced this
back to the ISPF editor rolling up all of the
trailing spaces in the city field when I edited
a single field in a single record. My question
to IBM was why should an editor change
record lengths? I dumped the RDWs (record
descriptor words) of all of the records from

before and after the edit and that was exactly
what was happening.

I wanted those trailing spaces in the city
name! Now, the option exists to preserve
them. Activate it at Option 2 (Edit) by entering
a slash in the field:

Preserve VB record length

If edit is entered from an enhanced member
list, enter a slash in the Prompt column to
change any settings that are normally
changed at the edit entry panel (this
includes the preserve VB length option).

CONCLUSION

Any timesaving techniques are always
appreciated. Especially useful are those
that require almost no effort to learn.
Hopefully, I’ve provided you with some of
those this month.  
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Mode is delete: Place cursor on choice and press enter to Delete command
Mode is retrieve: Place cursor on choice and press enter to Retrieve command
Mode is execute: Place cursor on choice and press enter to Execute command

FIGURE 1: TEXT CHANGES WHEN MODE IS ALTERED AT OPTION 6 OF ISPF

DSLIST - Data Sets Matching TSTDBA.LOAD.JCL       3 Members processed
Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> CSR

Command - Enter "/" to select action       Message           Volume
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
co /(*lla*)TDBA.LOAD.JCL                     Edited            DBAV01
************************** End of Data Set list *************************

FIGURE 2: USING SLASH-AS-DSN-PLACEHOLDER AT OPTION 3.4 OF ISPF


